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Since time immemorial one natural entity that has been the torch of humanity is Emotions. Ironically, 
emotional stability and the challenge of emotions remain a cause of wonder for human civilisation. Susan 
David was the first psychologist to have made a successful attempt to theorise the concept of emotions. The 
theory is popularly referred to as emotional agility, which in the words of Susan David is defined as an 
individual's ability to channelise and interpret their emotions and events to reveal the best of themselves so that 
the negative influence of the same could be nullified. Until recently, the economic cost of stress and depression 
was a qualitative delima. However, a recent survey proposes that in USA stress a 500 billion dollars industry 
per year. To combat such Socioeconomic and physiological drain, the development of our emotional agility 
becomes the need of the hour. According to Susan David to bounce back from difficult times, one shall deal 
with the thoughts he/she is dealing with, ignorance may prove to be a hazard than bliss in this case. The process 
of showing up should be followed by identifying and observing negative thoughts. This shall help the 
individual to step out of the bad experiences and thereby motivate him/her to leave them behind and move on. 
Bouncing back from a traumatic experience may not be easy but it is essential indeed. One shall not shy away 
from seeking expert guidance if required. Emotional agility not only helps you to seek the silver lining in every 
situation but also helps to create a real behavioural change and this is where behavioural economics helps to 
exploit your resources and create wonders. 

“We have never seen so many referrals than in the last one year” says the licensed psychologists and health 
economists these days. 

“When will life return to normal?” is one burning question that each one of us asks every day. While we all are 
trying hard to adjust to the new normal and staying among the four walls, apart from the pandemic disease, 
there is another aspect of suffering for many of us right now, very subtle and not openly spoken about – our 
mental well-being and stability. Going through the phase when two people cannot meet and greet each other, 
stress, depression and anxiety is taking over our lives. According to reports given by health economists, 
children, young adults, housewives and health workers, are a major group of people, directly and significantly 
affected. There is a noticeable behavioral change among them, while they go these psychological and social 
restrictions. This impact of Covid-19 has given a new horizon to the filed of tele-health, where health 
economists and psychologists today are coming up with new ways, making use of the technology available to 
cause benefit to people at a much larger scale. Professional organizations and tele-medicine associations are 
promoting these virtual-therapeutic tools, and promoting specifics guidelines with collaboration of the 
Government and the framework set by the health economics sector, in order to maintain to the privacy and 
protection of the client and also to develop self-help therapy for them to follow. At the current moment, when it 
is not sympathy, but mutual empathy is a main element that is necessary in the society, these organizations are 
searching ways to reach the mass in away, that they can help and heal each one of us.
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The question rotating in the market these days: will there be inflation or deflation in the post Covid-19 world? The majority opinion is deflation 
because, unemployment will be high and demand will be weak, while the supply chain is adaptable and will storm back offering plenty of goods to 
tempt weak demand. In order to prepare well, there are some deflationary necessities which could be referred to: 1) keep your cash and increase 
your purchasing power. If you are interested in metals, gold historically offers investors a safe haven during deflationary times. Silver and copper 
prices, however, fall as industrial use and new housing construction demands decline. 2) Confine your stock market investment to deflation - proof 
sectors including utilities, health care and agricultural goods. Utility stocks have a captive consumer base and don't need to lower their prices to 
attract new users. Also, on average, there is a history of regular dividend payments, increased payments, increased earnings and operating margin 
growth. Use your stock screener to select the best stocks for each sector. Investment in inverse exchange traded funds could also be considered as 
they are designed to profit from the deflating economy. 

Societal and Mental Well Being: It is a well-known fact that everyone is one of a kind and unique in their own way. Therefore, there will always be 
different views on this as well as other matters. While something is working for someone, it may not work for the others. However, there is a basic 
so-called skeleton form in which we can build up what is best for the individual. Mental well-being can be a very unstable thing and it can be 
tipped either way at any time by trauma or excitement. Influencing factors: childhood, own beliefs, education, lifestyle, status of our body and 
mind etc. Social factors: family background, various social beliefs (religion or other), group of people whom we socialize with, how they observe 
us etc. Psychological factors: ongoing psychological illnesses, stress or shock, loss of a loved one, lack of self esteem etc. Health and well-being 
are a high priority in current health and social care provisions. The importance of promoting health and well-being is due to the dramatically 
increasing trend of morbidity and mortality from health problems, illnesses and chronic diseases. Physiotherapists potentially play a significant 
role in the multidisciplinary health promotion arena. Physiotherapists can promote health in a dynamic way and make contributions to the 
community. The promotion of health to enable individuals suffering from illnesses or having chronic conditions to improve their potential for 
healthy living. 

Quality of life can be defined as an individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they 
live in and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns. Socioeconomic status tends to be inversely related to participation in 
leisure-time physical activity, which may be related to people with low incomes having less discretionary time and less access to exercise facilities 
and green spaces. In developed countries, people tend to have a sedentary lifestyle which can lead to higher levels of obesity, therefore lower 
overall well-being. Wellbeing is a term which reflects on the positive emphasis on health and can be broken down into six aspects known as 
environmental, physical, social, emotional, mental and spiritual. To achieve a high balance of wellbeing it is vital that a person is able to balance 
and take care of each aspect effectively. 

THE ANALYSIS

Economists generally believe that a sudden deflationary shock is a problem in the modern economy because it increases the real value of debt, 
especially if the deflation is unexpected. Mental health and social health are also important. Having good mental health or being mentally healthy, 
is more than just the absence of illness rather it's a state of overall well-being. Deflationary necessities include creating new job opportunities and 
bringing down the prices of important items which are used in our daily lives, for example, decreasing the price of petrol. To decrease the prices, 
the supply of goods should be higher than the demand but it can also be related to the buying power of money, like the purchasing power of U.S 
dollars is more than Indian Rupees.

It is difficult to maintain a healthy lifestyle due to the current situation. A person’s health can get affected due to various reasons like finance, 
childcare, elderly parents, job security etc. All these problems cause stress which greatly affects our health. Due to stress our eating and sleeping 
patterns get disturbed and it leads to irritability or emotional outbursts and because of this our daily performance gets affected. To maintain a 
healthy lifestyle, we should try stress management strategies such as eating healthy meals, getting plenty of sleep and meditating. We should also 
not consume alcohol or other harmful substances to deal with anxiety or depression.

Social well-being refers to a sense of belonging to the community and making contributions to the society. It is about being able to develop and 
maintain friendships and networks and having a supportive family. Socializing is important because being alone can kill a person, according to a 
research done by comparing 2 scenarios: being lonely and smoking 15 cigarettes per day, both being equally dangerous. A person who is lonely is 
50% more likely to die prematurely than a person who has healthy social relationships. Loneliness can reduce a person’s immune system and 
cause inflammation in the body which can lead to heart diseases and other chronic conditions. However, it is important to have friends but they 
need to be good friends who can influence your life in a good way. Otherwise, if the friendship is toxic then it is of no use and will affect you in a 
negative way. Therefore, deflationary necessities, societal and mental well-being have their own importance in life and this pandemic has shown us 
the true meaning of life and how to spend it.
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THE ANALYSIS

 I agree with Dante, that the hottest places in hell are reserved for those who in a period of moral crisis maintains their neutrality. There comes 
the time when silence becomes betrayal. So, can you even think about the fate of people who are taking advantage of this pandemic for their 
personal gains? We all know that Justice-which is the sum of moral duty will eventually find its way. 

I recently came across a video of a woman from Bihar’s Bhagalpur whose husband passed away due to covid-19. She alleged that when her 
husband was getting treated for COVID-19, she was sexually assaulted by the staff. Moreover, she also accused the hospital for medical 
negligence and for selling oxygen in black.

 Another heart-quenching incident was evident in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh where close to 100 dead bodies were found floating in the river 
Ganga. It was being claimed that ambulances dumped these bodies into the river. This is a pandemic that we have never came across in the 
history. This is mainly sad because in this way we are denying them the dignity in death, something that all of us deserve. It also speaks about 
how the administration is subjecting people to inhumane neglect and apathy even after death. This is a crisis where thousands of people are 
dying every day. But note that it is not just a health crisis. Such cases and numerous other tell us that there is also a moral crisis prevailing in the 
country at this time. We know that in the times of emergency, the patient’s family is ready to do whatever and pay anything to save the life of 
their loved ones. And some hooligans in the society are taking advantage of this and selling oxygen cylinders, Remdesivir injections and other 
life-saving drugs for the highest price possible.

Even the Delhi High Court made a remark that our moral fabric has been dismembered to a great extent. All these cases tell that there is a moral 
crisis prevailing in India. This is not a normal time, this is a pandemic and if we behave in this way with others, it raises the question about the 
humanity of the citizens of India. But there is always a ray of hope. There are thousands of people coming forward and helping those who really 
need help. They are using their influence on social media and their own resources to help people. These people remind us that this is a 
humanitarian crisis and not a crisis of humanity and this is exactly what we need to do. We need to come forward and amplify those voices who 
really need help and report those who are taking advantage of the needy. Remember- Helping one person might not change the whole world, but 
it could change the world for one person.

  MORAL CRISIS IN INDIA TODAY  
                   Vaishnavi Sakuja (2 MBECO)  

On 7th April, 2021, a business modelling competition ‘KICK 
START’ was organized by the Christ Innovation and 
Incubation Centre (CIIC) together with CUSBMA, the 
Entrepreneurship Club of the School of Business and 
Management, Christ (Deemed to be University), Delhi NCR. 
The competition was organized in memory of Dr. B.R. 
Ambedkar, a great scholar, social reformer, politician, and a 
moving spirit for the Indian Constitution. 

There were 10 teams who participated in the competition. 
The team comprising of Ms. Sakshi and Mr. Arun C 
Emmanuel, pursuing MA in Economics won the competition 
exhibiting their extraordinary performance. It was an on-the-

spot competition held through WEBEX where students were expected to design a model on a product including 
its distribution and key consumer aspects and other cost-related decisions to be taken. They also gave a 
presentation for their business model. It was a great opportunity for students to display and explore their 
entrepreneurial talent.

                                  STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
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ECO-CHRONICLE

ECONOMIC EVENTS ACROSS THE GLOBE
Jahnavi Priya (2 B.Sc. Eco. Hons.) 
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EVENTS & HEADLINES

1. Birthday of Karl Marx (5 May 1818) 
Karl Heinrich Marx was a German philosopher, economist, historian, sociologist, political theorist, journalist, and socialist revolutionary. He was 
born in Trier, Germany. His best-known titles are ‘The Communist Manifesto’ and ‘the Das Kapital’. Marx's critical theories about society, 
economics, and politics, collectively understood as Marxism, hold that human societies develop through class conflict. His work in economics laid 
the basis for some current theories about labour and its relation to capital. Marx is typically cited as one of the principal architects of modern social 
science. 
  
2. The Wall Street Crash of 1893 (May 5, 1893)   
The Wall Street Crash of 1893 began as stock prices fell dramatically. By the end of the year, 600 banks closed and several big railroads were in 
receivership. Another 15,000 businesses went bankrupt amid 20 percent unemployment. It was the worst economic crisis in U.S. history up to that 
time. 

3. Birthday of Paul Samuelson (May 15, 1915)  
Paul Anthony Samuelson, an American economist, was the first American to win the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences. Economic 
historian Randall E. Parker has called him the "Father of Modern Economics", and The New York Times considered him to be the "foremost 
academic economist of the 20th century". Samuelson contributed significantly to the mathematical foundations of economics with his book 
Foundations of Economic Analysis.  He is the author of the best-selling economics textbook of all time: Economics: An Introductory Analysis, first 
published in 1948. 

4. Formation of Bank for International Settlements (BIS) (17 May 1930)  
The Bank for International Settlements is an international financial institution owned by central banks that "fosters international monetary and 
financial cooperation and serves as a bank for central banks". The BIS carries out its work through its meetings, programmes, and through the Basel 
Process – hosting international groups pursuing global financial stability and facilitating their interaction. It also provides banking services, but only 
to central banks and other international organizations. It is based in Basel, Switzerland. RBI is a member of BIS. 

5. Reserve Bank of India Established (1 April 1935)  
JThe Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the central bank of India, which was established on April 1, 1935, in Kolkata, under the Reserve Bank of India 
Act. It was nationalized in 1949 and since then fully owned by the Ministry of Finance, Government of India. The RBI was established to respond to 
economic troubles after the First World War. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on Indian Currency 
and Finance, also known as the Hilton Young Commission. It is the Central bank of India. The role of RBI is to conduct consolidated supervision of 
the financial sector in India.  

6. Roosevelt Recession (May 1937 – June 1938)  
The Roosevelt Recession was an economic downturn that occurred during the Great Depression in the United States. The stock market crashed and 
the American economy took a sharp downturn in mid-1937 which lasted for 13 months. Industrial production declined by almost 30%, and 
production of durable goods fell. Businesses blamed the "New Deal," a series of government-financed infrastructure work projects as the reason for 
the recession. 

7. Rolling Adjustment Recession in USA (April 1960–February 1961)   
Rolling Adjustment Recession in the USA in 1960 was mainly due to the high inflation, high unemployment rates, and a bad gross national product 
rating. This recession lasted for 10 months. The GDP of the United States during this period fell 1.6%, and the unemployment rate hit its peak at 7.1. 
President John F Kennedy ended the recession by stimulating the economy. 

8. International Economic Development Council established (May 2001) 
The International Economic Development Council is a non-profit membership organization serving economic developers. With more than 5,000 
members, IEDC is the largest national and global organization of its kind. IEDC's strategic directives include the core topics of globalization, 
sustainability, entrepreneurship, and economic restructuring. IEDC works with communities and economic development organizations to weave these 
core topics into economic development projects, such as community revitalization, business development, and job creation nationwide and abroad. 



EVENT HEADLINES

To elucidate the importance of the discipline of Gender Economics, the Department of Economics 
conducted a series of guest lectures for the undergraduate and postgraduate students, faculty 
members and research scholars. Starting with the informative guest lecture on the topic “Fluidity of 
Gender: Changing Gender Roles and Identities” on 15th April, 2021 with Ms Aratrika Bose, 
Research scholar, Department of Languages, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Delhi NCR as 
the Resource person. The speaker briefed about the myths associated with the term ‘Gender’ 
thereby addressing differences between sex, gender and sexuality. The lecture was followed by a 
webinar on the topic “Gender Differences in Mental Health Problems Among Adolescents & The 
Role of Social Support” scheduled on 22nd April 2021. Prof. Kamalika Datta Das was the guest of 
honour. The speaker emphasised the role of self-esteem and depressive symptoms among the 
adolescent females and its impact on the economy and social well being. Each session was 
followed by a thought-provoking question and answers, which further added to the participants’ 
knowledge of the subject.

On 30th April 2021, the Department 
of Economics organised a guest lecture on “Soft Skills: PRISM - Personality 
Development (Z)” for the undergraduate and postgraduate students, faculty members 
and research scholars. The speaker of the day was Dr Rashmi Saba, an Educationist & 
Life Skills Trainer and Director of Fidra Sports & Production Pvt. Ltd. The speaker 
highlighted the importance of life skills in personality development. Introduction to 
the terms Adept, Adapt and Adopt and underling their significance in the holistic 
development of an individual and the process of community building tickled the 
inquisitive minds of the participants. Defining and practising the process of 
Introspection was a distinguishable element of the webinar. The overall experience 
was indeed enriching and the interactive nature of the webinar proved to be icing on 

the top. The lecture was concluded with an open question and answer session for the participants to put forward their queries and inputs thereby 
enhancing the learning outcomes.

On 31st May 2021, Christ (Deemed to be a University), Delhi NCR organized a 
Faculty Development Program (FDP) on Envisioning Servant Leadership in 
Higher Education: Lessons for Digital Learning and Enhanced Student 
Engagement. It was a week-long FDP. The esteemed faculty of the Department of 
Economics, Dr. Jitendra Bhandari was one of the co-panelists amongst other 
eminent educationists. The speaker did a talk on ‘Practicing Servant Leadership: 
Transitional Action Plan for University Stakeholders’. The day also marked the 
inauguration for the academic year 2021-22. The speaker stressed the point how 
faculty development is a long-term approach and requires continuous effort and 
community building becomes a part of this process. He also talked about short-
term and long-term pandemic-related plans which become a necessity for 
faculties when teaching has become virtual. The speaker cared to explain how, for 
professional development we need to develop skills, learn the software at the same time how to equally manage it with health and not 
compromising it with mental well-being. The event was a great success and finally concluded with a vote of thanks.

EXPLORING THE DIMENSIONS OF GENDER ECONOMICS

                   SOFT SKILLS: PRISM – PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (Z)

                                    FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

EVENTS & HEADLINES
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Vineet Sir joined the IT Department of Christ Family in 2015, working relentlessly together as a team to nurture 
this seed which was sowed in the NCR area with the vision to provide quality education and guidance to the 
budding talent of this holistic future. 

They say an individual's ancestral roots lay the foundation of one's perspective towards life. With hobbies like 
listening to music and playing soccer, with love, of travelling with family and friends, especially to Hill 
stations, he learned to cherish what you have by the grace of God and be thankful for it. A student of Army 
School Meerut Cantt, he used to aspire to become an officer, but, as fate has it; he ended up doing Bachelors in 
Commerce and Masters in Business Administration from Punjab Technical University. He preaches that the 
challenges and setbacks are part and parcel of life. They make you strong, determined than ever. Fathers, the 
visionaries and pillars of this establishment, enlightened within him the value of meticulous planning, precise 
vision and perfect execution. The ever-supportive approach from the fathers encouraged him to stand again and 
keep serving with more enthusiasm. To date, the best moment of his life was when he met Fr Prior, General of 
the CMI congregation. A philanthropist's soul; he believes that one should always keep an approach of ‘serving’ 
instead of ‘working’. According to him, serving gives you inner peace. Serving instils mindfulness and 
blissfulness; serving implants happiness. This noble ideology of his, in my sight, has been the chord threading 
him and the elite institution that upholds excellence and service today; threading him and CHRIST today, 

threading him to you and us today.

Today, the horrors of the pandemic that surrounds us; haunts us, scares us. It has affected the lives of people; drastically. However, it has brought us 
closer. From misery to happiness, from wounds to healing, from illness to medicine, we are all in this together. Vineet Sir dreamt of seeing this 
campus full of students with raw, boundless potential ready to be patronised. He can see it now-in you, in you, in all of you. This pandemic bought 
him more time with his family, and through this column, we hope we brought him closer to you, to you, to all of you!

                                                    EVERY DAY IS LEARNING WITH HIM

        DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

CHRIST (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY), 

                    DELHI NCR. INDIA

EMAIL ADDRESS - ekta.maheshwari@arts.christuniversity.in

                                     jigyasa.bisht@arts.christuniversity.in

                                     udita.chaudhary@arts.christuniversity.in 

On a bright Sunday morning, I was very excited and nervous at the same time, having received the 
honour to interview our ever-inspiring IT department staff member, Mr. Ashok Krishna S.
It is truly an incredible opportunity; to conduct an interview with the ‘Humans Of Christ’and learn 
valuable lessons from their life experiences.
Ashok Sir belongs to Kottayam, Kerala, and currently resides in Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad. 
His family consists of his wife, (who is also working at Christ University, Delhi-NCR), and their 
one-year-old infant who live with him in Ghaziabad, and his parents and brother, residing in their 
hometown in Kerala.

On the academic front, sir graduated with a B.Tech degree from Mahendra Engineering College, 
Tamil Nadu. When asked about an incident that had a remarkable impact on his life, sir mentioned 
that soon after completing his studies, he got placed in a renowned IT company with a good salary. 
Like any other aspiring youngster, he was elated with his early achievement. But as every 
workplace has its challenges, this job too came with several shortcomings, zeroing his social life.
It's true that one's future; is determined by the decisions we take today. Blazing with courage, 
Ashok Sir took hold of his destiny and decided to leave his job, which led him to CHRIST, to this 
interview, to us!

This institution provided him with the platform to explore himself, gain valuable experience and knowledge, and test his limitations. He is 
immensely grateful to Father Viju and Father Sunny for this opportunity and their immeasurable support and guidance.
Monitoring the students during online exams, he observed the absence of ethics, absence of honesty.
Sure, decent marks can fetch us happiness, sure it can make our parents proud, but wouldn't it be superficial and temporary? Wrongfully scoring 
marks will lead us to nowhere. On the other hand, diligence, morals, and hard work will lead us to places we, our loved ones, and the world 
deserves; the same morals that led you here with us!

                                 MOTIVATION COMES FROM WITHIN 
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